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Ashley Rae Kark
ashleyrae@scientist.com
Ashley Rae Kark is CEO of BIOjump, and has almost a decade of experience expanding European life science providers’ business in North America. With a bachelor’s in biology from Montclair State University and a Masters of Business and Science in drug discovery and development from Rutgers, Ashley applies her scientific knowledge to clients’ services and technology’s, and positions them better in the North American marketplace. She is also involved in a new venture with a procurement support marketplace, Scientist.com

Bishnupriya (Priya) Kar
karbishnupriya@yahoo.com
Priya Kar is a Customer success manager at Signals Analytics. After obtaining her Ph.D. from NJMS, she spent several years working as a post-doc on several oncological fronts, she is now a highly motivates and results-driven business strategist and marketer within healthcare. Creates business value through service excellence, client experience, process improvements and innovative problem-solving.

George (Dyno) Magou
george.magou@stryker.com
George Magou is a Senior process engineer at Stryker. After completing his Ph.D. at NJIT he did a post-doc at Rutgers. Now he is an experienced biomedical engineer with a background in materials science and biomechanics.